Georgia Perimeter College, Georgia State University
Consolidation Implementation Committee
Meeting to be held December 2, 2015
Centennial Hall, Georgia State University

12-2-15 RECOMMENDATIONS (CONSENT AGENDA)

Committee 12: Library: (reviewed & supported by Tim Renick):

1. Recommends that library collection development activities be centralized at the Atlanta GSU libraries:

   Part of the BOR’s rationale for consolidation is to create economies of scale and streamline administrative services. Centralized collection development activities are more efficient. The GPC libraries will provide input into collection decisions for their campus locations.

2. Recommends that library technical services activities be centralized at the Atlanta GSU libraries:

   Part of the BOR’s rationale for consolidation is to create economies of scale and streamline administrative services. Centralized technical services are more efficient. Implementation will be done in a way that minimizes the disruption of services to the University community.

Committee 41: Staff Governance:

Recommends that the staff governance bodies of the two institutions be merged into a single body to be known as the Georgia State University Staff Council using existing mechanisms for making such changes:

   The appropriate groups within the GSU Staff Council and the GPC Staff Senate that are responsible for modifying the Bylaws will draft a single, unified set of Bylaws. This document will set forth the mechanisms for determining representation, election processes and duties of committees.